OUR VISION
To be Canada’s Ultra Atlantic Gateway

OUR MISSION
We Connect with Global Markets to Create Value for our Customers, Partners, Visitors and Community.

OUR GOALS
• Provide a Cost Competitive and Efficient Supply Chain
• Build Future Capability
• Engage Stakeholders and Community
• Ensure Financial Sustainability
• Build People and Culture with Strong Sustainability and Safety Ethics

OUR VALUES ARE:
Accountability (We are accountable)
Continuous Improvement (We aspire to evolve)
Diversity & Inclusion (We believe in different experience and perspective across our culture and business)
Integrity (We build long-term relationships)
Sustainability (We believe in balance and unity for overall wellbeing for today, and for the future)

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
1. Be one port city
2. Collaborative & Engaged
3. Future Focused
4. Sustainable
5. Trusted Partner